So much more; so little space: **Gary Lucas**, our own guitar hero, has *three albums* out concurrently, including solo guitar versions of music from films directed by such luminaries as Fellini and Hitchcock. The album, *Cinefantastique*, also includes original film scores by Gary. Two other albums titled *Otherworld* and *Musical Blaze Up* complete the trio. Gary also has a book out on his collaboration with Jeff Buckley, which precedes his coming musical direction of *Buckley* about Jeff and his father Tim, folk hero to us all. The prolific Mr. Lucas will also bring his new jazz ensemble to BAM in November while Gods and Monsters, Gary’s longtime band, celebrated its 25th anniversary with a reunion show on June 27 before a packed house in NYC. Would love to get more on Gary in, but I can’t fit it—which proves those who can’t do, write class notes instead!